
526 westpoll ave, Formil Dakota (made up town)  
 
04/17/2022 
 
Fully automated Fountain drink dispenser  
 
Dear: Taco Bell  
 
This message is to inform you on our newest product. 
 Fountain drink syrup can be expensive. For years our company has studied how to perfect the 
amount of syrup used for any specific size of cup that needs to be filled. Instead of just 
randomly mixing syrup with carbonated water our artificially intelligent dispensers can save 
thousands of dollars annually in drive through operation expense costs, by using our specific 
pre-programmed ratios of syrup to water mixture. 
 
What does our product ensure? 
 
• An overall better more well-organized work environment 
• Cost effectiveness  
• Competitive pricing  
• Sustainability   
• Takes up less space 
 
   Our fully automated American made dispensers aren’t just a cost-effective solution, as stated 
above. But through our newest technology we are now able to predict the lifespan of each 
syrup cartridge. This will make the work environment considerably more organized and easier 
for when it comes to employee knowledge on when to replace each syrup cartridge. Creating a 
better overall work environment. Instead of taking up 24 cubic inches as the average dispenser 
does making drive through windows uncomfortably cramped for employees, our is product 
eliminates the feeling of everything being jammed together by only being one cubic foot in size. 
Our dispenser costs the exact same as manually controlled dispensers and saves $4,000 more 
every yearly quarter in operation expenses compared to the current leading brands used by fast 
food restaurants.  
 
 Our company has led the front lines of fast-food industrial fountain drink dispensers for the 
past 26 years. Ever since we were founded in 1996, we have had one goal in mind. To help 
create and maintain organized cost-effective work environments.  
 
We hope to hear from you soon,  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jackson Kalmar  
JMK 


